Using Graphs of Dynamic Hydrogen-Bond Networks To Dissect Conformational Coupling in a Protein Motor.
DExD/H-box proteins are soluble enzymes that couple binding and hydrolysis of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) with reactions involving RNA metabolism or bind and push newly synthesized proteins across bacterial cell membranes. Knowledge of the reaction mechanism of these enzymes could help the development of new therapeutics. In order to explore the mechanism of long-distance conformational coupling in SecA, the DEAD-box motor of the Sec protein secretion in bacteria, we implemented algorithms that provide simplified graph representations of the protein's dynamic hydrogen-bond networks. We find that mutations near the nucleotide-binding site or changes of the nucleotide-binding state of SecA associate with altered dynamics at the preprotein binding domain and identify extended networks of hydrogen bonds that connect the active site of SecA to the region where SecA binds newly synthesized secretory proteins. Water molecules participate in hydrogen-bonded water chains that bridge functional domains of SecA and could contribute to long-distance conformational coupling.